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At	 the	request	of	 the	Texas	Department	of	Transportation,	an	 intensive	archeological	 survey	was	
conducted	by	Atkins	 for	 the	proposed	road	 improvements	 for	U.S.	Highway	59	 from	Business	59	
south	 of	 El	 Campo	 to	 State	 Highway	 71	 near	 El	 Campo,	 Wharton	 County,	 Texas.	 The	 proposed	
project	will	extend	from	the	intersection	of	U.S.	Highway	59	and	Business	59	to	the	intersection	of	
U.S.	 Highway	 59	 and	 State	 Highway	 71.	 It	 will	 have	 a	 total	 length	 of	 roughly	 2.6	 miles	
(4.2	kilometers)	and	range	from	320	to	600	feet	(98	to	183	meters)	in	width.	The	proposed	project	





The	 work	 was	 conducted	 under	 Texas	 Antiquities	 Permit	 No.	 6769.	 No	 cultural	 resources	 were	
located	 or	 recorded	 during	 the	 course	 of	 the	 survey.	 No	 artifacts	were	 collected,	 and	 all	 project	
records	 and	photographs	will	 be	 curated	 at	 the	 Texas	Archeological	Research	 Laboratory	 at	 The	
University	of	Texas	at	Austin.		
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Management Summary 
At the request of the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT), an intensive archeological 
survey was performed by Atkins for the proposed road improvements for the U.S. Highway (US) 59 
from Business 59 south of El Campo to State Highway (SH) 71 near El Campo, Wharton County, 
Texas. This project will receive funding from the Federal Highway Administration and will tie into 
the Interstate Highway 69 (I-69) corridor and will require compliance with the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law [PL] 89-665), as amended in 1974, 1976, 1980, and 1992; the 
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (PL 91-190, 83 Stat. 915, 42 USC 4321, 1970); and 
Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act. In addition, because the proposed 
improvements will be located on property owned by the State of Texas, the survey was conducted 
in compliance with the Antiquities Code of Texas of 1969 (Texas Natural Resource Code, Title 9, 
Chapter 191), as amended (under Permit No. 6769), as well as the Texas Historical Commission’s 
(THC) minimum archeological survey standards established by the Council of Texas Archeologists. 
The purpose of the survey was to locate and assess the significance of any cultural resources that 
may be affected by the proposed project with regard to National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) 
eligibility and/or designation as a State Antiquities Landmark (SAL).  
The proposed project will extend from the intersection of US 59 and Business 59 to the intersection 
of US 59 and SH 71. It will have a total length of roughly 2.6 miles (4.2 kilometers) and range from 
320 to 600 feet (ft) (98 to 183 meters [m]) in width. The proposed project will include 
approximately 123 acres (49.8 hectares) of exiting TxDOT right of way (ROW) and approximately 
15.3 acres (6.2 hectares) of new ROW, all of which is currently under private ownership.  
From February 17–19, 2014, the field crew, consisting of Melanie Nichols and Shelly Fischbeck, 
spent a combined total of 40 person hours conducting the intensive pedestrian survey of the 
footprint of the proposed project area. Melanie Nichols served as both Principal Investigator and as 
the Project Archeologist. The survey consisted of walking transects 30 m (98 ft) apart across the 
ROW, supplemented by shovel testing in settings possessing the potential for buried sites and 
where ground surface visibility was less than 30 percent. A total of 49 shovel tests were excavated 
within existing ROW as well as within new ROW where access had been granted. Twenty-eight 
properties, totaling 8.0 acres (3.2 hectares) of new ROW, could not be accessed at the time of the 
survey due to lack of landowner consent. These parcels were visually inspected from the existing 
US 59 ROW. The survey operated under the 90 percent plans for the project; if subsequent plans 
call for additional ROW, additional survey may be required for those portions. 
No cultural resources were observed or recorded during the course of the survey. No artifacts were 
collected, and all project records and photographs will be curated at the Texas Archeological 
Research Laboratory at The University of Texas at Austin. Based on the results of the intensive 
pedestrian survey, it is recommended that no further archeological investigations are necessary for 
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the surveyed portion of the project area. Atkins also recommends that no further work is required 
for 13 of the 28 unsurveyed parcels (totaling roughly 1.0 acre of new ROW). Either these parcels 
appear to be almost completely disturbed or the margin of new ROW on these parcels lies so close 
to the existing ROW boundary that additional survey beyond the existing US 59 ROW is not 
warranted. However, Atkins does recommend that the remaining 15 parcels (totaling roughly 
7.0 acres of new ROW) be subjected to an intensive pedestrian survey once right-of-entry has been 
granted. Furthermore, additional survey may be required if new ROW from additional parcels or 
additional new ROW from within the currently surveyed parcels is deemed necessary. Within the 
entire project area, if evidence of cultural material is encountered during construction, it is 
recommended that the discovery be evaluated by a qualified archeologist who can provide 
guidance on how to proceed in accordance with federal and state regulations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
At the request of the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT), an intensive archeological 
survey was performed by Atkins for the proposed road improvements for U.S. Highway (US) 59 
from Business 59 south of El Campo to State Highway (SH) 71 near El Campo, Wharton County, 
Texas (Figure 1). This project will receive funding from the Federal Highway Administration and 
will tie into the Interstate Highway 69 (I-69) corridor, and will require compliance with the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law [PL] 89-665), as amended in 1974, 1976, 
1980, and 1992; the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (PL 91-190, 83 Stat. 915, 42 USC 
4321, 1970); and Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act. In addition, because the 
proposed improvements will be located on property owned by the State of Texas, the survey was 
conducted in compliance with the Antiquities Code of Texas of 1969 (Texas Natural Resource Code, 
Title 9, Chapter 191), as amended (under Permit No. 6769), as well as the Texas Historical 
Commission’s (THC) minimum archeological survey standards established by the Council of Texas 
Archeologists. The purpose of the survey was to locate and assess the significance of any cultural 
resources that may be affected by the proposed project with regard to National Register of Historic 
Places (NRHP) eligibility and/or designation as a State Antiquities Landmark (SAL). 
The proposed project area consists of roughly 123 acres (49.8 hectares) of existing TxDOT-owned 
right of way (ROW) as well as approximately 15.3 acres (6.2 hectares) of proposed new ROW. The 
entirety of new ROW was on private land at the time of the survey, but will be purchased by TxDOT 
before the project begins. The existing US 59 ROW as well as the proposed new ROW was subjected 
to intensive pedestrian survey with the exception of 28 parcels, totaling 8.0 acres (3.2 hectares) of 
new ROW, for which land access was not available at the time of the survey. The survey operated 
under the 90 percent plans (Appendix A) for the project; if subsequent plans call for additional 
ROW, additional survey may be required for those portions. 
Because the archeological investigations of the proposed undertaking resulted in negative finds, 
Atkins has chosen to detail the investigation using the suggested categories and content of a Short 
Report as outlined in the Council of Texas Archeologists Guidelines. Environmental and cultural 
backgrounds of the project area are not presented in this report. 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION  
The proposed project includes the expansion of a portion of US 59 through El Campo in Wharton 
County. The construction limits for the project are Business 59 south of El Campo to SH 71, a 
distance of approximately 2.6 miles. US 59 within the project area currently consists of two 12-foot 
(ft) (3.7-meter [m]) lanes in each direction with 10-ft (3-m) outside shoulders and 6-ft (1.8-m) 
inside shoulders along with a 42-ft (12.8-m)-wide median. The ROW along this section varies from 

































































USGS, National Geographic, i-cubed, Esri.  USA Topo Maps.  December 2010.  1:24,000; generated by Atkins; using ArcMap.
< http://services.arcgisonline.com/ArcGIS/rest/services/World_Imagery/MapServer> (18 March 2014).




US 59 at El Campo:  Business 59
south of El Campo to SH 71
EL CAMPO, WHARTON COUNTY, TEXAS
CSJ:  0089-06-081, 0089-07-133
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The proposed project will consist of the addition of frontage roads to the existing US 59 facility. The 
mainlane typical section will remain the same and will include two 12-ft (3.7-m) lanes in each 
direction, 10-ft (3-m) outside shoulders, 6-ft (1.8-m) inside shoulders, and a 42-ft (12.8-m)-wide 
center median. Approximately 30 to 180 ft (9 to 55 m) of grassy median will be situated between 
the mainlanes and the frontage roads. The frontage roads will consist of two 12-ft (3.7-m) lanes 
with 10-ft (3-m) outside shoulders, 4-ft (1.2-m) inside shoulders, and a maximum 46-ft (14-m)-
wide grassy ditch along each outside edge. The ROW will be a maximum of 600 ft (183 m) and will 
be minimized in locations to avoid potential impacts and displacements. Bicycle and pedestrian 
facilities will be accommodated as feasible. A total of approximately 15.3 acres (6.2 hectares) of 
additional ROW will be required to construct this project. 
DEFINITION OF AREA OF POTENTIAL EFFECTS  
All construction activities will take place within the existing and new ROW limits, which will 
constitute the Area of Potential Effects (APE) (Figure 2). This is defined based on the most recent 
construction plans and schematics available at the time of the survey. The APE will extend from the 
intersection of US 59 and Business 59 to the intersection of US 59 and SH 71. The APE will have a 
total length of approximately 2.6 miles (4.2 kilometers [km]) and will be limited to the width of the 
existing and new ROW, which will range from 320 to 600 ft (98 to 183 m). The project APE will 
consist of a total area of approximately 141 acres (57.0 hectares). The maximum depth of ground 






































Esri, i-cubed, USDA, USGS, AEX, GeoEye, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, and the GIS User Community.  World Imagery.  June 2013.
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II. NATURAL SETTING 
The TxDOT’s proposed US 59 from Business 59 to SH 71 road improvement project is located 
within southern Texas, near the town of El Campo in Wharton County. Located within the Coastal 
Plains of southern Texas, the terrain of the APE is quite level across the 2.6 mile (4.2 km) stretch 
that comprises the project’s length. Tres Palacios Creek is the only naturally occurring water source 
within close proximity to the APE. Within Wharton County, Tres Palacios Creek remains an 
intermittent upland drainage and tends to be wet only during certain periods of the year. The 
climate consists of hot summers and mild and often drizzly winters, with the precipitation being 
sufficient for pastureland vegetation as well as agricultural crops (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Soil Conservation Service [USDA, SCS] 1974). 
Recent aerial photographs indicate that the majority of the APE has seen extensive modification 
from modern activity. Construction and maintenance of US 59 have severely disturbed the existing 
ROW and may have impacted portions of the new ROW. Additionally, portions of the new ROW 
have been under cultivation and exhibit signs of having been cleared and plowed, while other 
portions of the new ROW have been directly affected by commercial and residential development.  
GEOLOGY AND SOILS 
Geologically, the area is characterized by clay, silt, and sand deposits of the Pleistocene-aged 
Beaumont Formation (Bureau of Economic Geology 1974). The soils that formed within these 
Pleistocene-aged deposits and which are dominant within the APE belong to the Bernard, Cieno, 
Edna, Kenney, Lake Charles, and Telferner series. Bernard series soils are in the fine, smectitic, 
thermic family of the subgroup Vertic Argiaquolls and in the order Mollisols. These soils are on 
broad coastal prairies and are characterized by shallow clay loams overlying clay at an average 
depth of 6 inches (15 centimeters [cm]) below the ground surface. Cieno series soils are in the fine-
loamy, siliceous, active, hyperthermic family of the subgroup Typic Vermaqualfs and in the order 
Alfisols. Soils of the Cieno Series are found within oval-shaped depressional areas on flat coastal 
plains and consist of loams yielding to clay loam at depths of approximately 16 inches (41 cm) 
below ground surface. Edna series soils are in the fine, smectitic, hyperthermic family of the 
subgroup Aquertic Chromic Hapludalfs and in the order Alfisols. These soils are on nearly level to 
gently sloping ancient meander ridges and are characterized by shallow loam overlying clay at an 
average depth of 9 inches (23 cm) below the ground surface. Kenny series soils are in the loamy, 
siliceous, active, thermic family of the subgroup Grossarenic Paleudalfs and in the order Alfisols. 
Soils of the Kenny Series are found on nearly level to sloping ridges in the Southern Coastal Plains 
and consist of loamy fine sand yielding to sandy clay loam at depths of approximately 60 inches 
(152 cm) below the ground surface. Lake Charles series soils are in the fine, smectitic, hyperthermic 
family of the subgroup Typic Hapluderts and in the order Vertisols. These soils are found on broad 
coastal prairies and are characterized by very deep, dark-colored clays. Telferner series soils are in 
the fine, smectitic, hyperthermic family of the subgroup Oxyaquic Vertic Hapludalfs and in the order 
II: Natural Setting 
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Alfisols. Soils of the Telferner Series are found on nearly level to gently sloping ancient meander 
ridges and consist of shallow fine sandy loams yielding to sandy clay at depths of approximately 
15 inches (38 cm) below the ground surface (USDA 2013).  
The majority of the soils within the project area are relatively shallow. While Kenny series soil are 
characterized by fairly deep sandy soils over sandy clay, archeological remains recovered from 
Kenny soil within Wharton County have been discovered at depths ranging 0 to 50 cm below 
surface (Brown et al. 2008). For these reason, it was anticipated that most cultural resources would 
likely be found shallowly buried or aboveground and visible to surface observation. The latter was 
especially true for the plowed agricultural fields. Supplemental shovel testing was expected to be 
sufficient to reach soils of pre-Holocene depth.  
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III. BACKGROUND RESEARCH AND PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
RECORDS REVIEW 
A professional archeologist consulted the files and maps at the Texas Archeological Research 
Laboratory (TARL), the THC’s on-line Restricted Archeological Sites Atlas (Atlas), the National Park 
Service’s NRHP database and GIS Spatial Data, and the National Historic Landmarks Program to 
identify previously recorded cultural resources properties within 1,000 m (0.6 mile) of the APE. 
This records review revealed no archeological sites, no NRHP properties, no Official State of Texas 
Historical Markers, no SALs, and no Registered Texas Historic Landmarks within 1 km (0.6 mile) of 
the APE.  
However, three historic-age cemeteries (The Garden of Memories, the Swedish Lutheran Cemetery, 
and the Holy Cross Memorial Park) were identified within the 1 km (0.6 mile) background review 
area. The Garden of Memories cemetery and the Swedish Lutheran Cemetery are located 
approximately 140 m (460 ft) and 287 m (940 ft) north, respectively, of the northern boundary of 
the APE, while the Holy Cross Memorial Park, which includes St. Philip’s Cemetery and La Colonia 
Mexicana de El Campo within its overall boundaries, is located approximately 88 m (288 ft) 
northwest of the westernmost margin of the APE. In addition to these historic-age cemeteries, one 
previous archeological investigation was found to have been conducted roughly 680 m (0.4 mile) 
west of the APE. In 2012, AmaTerra conducted a cultural resources survey along the Tres Palacios 
Creek as part of a waterway improvements project. No archeological sites were discovered as a 
result of this survey (Butler and Eisenhour 2012). 
ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND REVIEW 
In addition to the Atlas file review, Atkins archeologists engaged in a limited amount of research 
including review of modern and historic aerial photographs (NETR Online 2013) as well as 
historical maps of the area contained within the Texas Historic Overlay project (Foster et al. 2006). 
Project archeologists used this information to identify potential historic high probability areas 
(HHPA) within the APE. While the probability to encounter intact archeological deposits associated 
with structures depicted on historical maps and photographs within the disturbed context of the 
existing US 59 ROW is assumed to be low, intact historic sites may be present within the newly 
acquired US 59 ROW. For this reason, HHPAS were limited to the location of historic-age structures 
observed on historical maps and aerial photographs within the proposed new US 59 ROW. Based on 
the location of structures depicted on a 1967 topographic map with a field checked date of 1965, 
Atkins archeologist identified one HHPA (Figure 3) within the proposed new ROW. The HHPA is 
located approximately 355 m (1,165 ft) west of Farm-to-Market Road 1163 (Palacios Street) and 
just south of the existing US 59 ROW. Historical aerial photographs of the area show a dwelling 
standing at this location in 1964; however, by 1972 the structure had been removed or demolished 
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Sources:  1. The historic map images(s) were digitally enhanced as part of the Texas Historic Overlay (THO) project, Texas Dept. of Transportation, Environmental Affairs Division, November 2006.
                2. El Campo Quadrangle.  Map.  U.S. Dept. of Interior, U.S.G.S., 1967.
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Sources:  1. The historic map images(s) were digitally enhanced as part of the Texas Historic Overlay (THO) project, Texas Dept. of Transportation, Environmental Affairs Division, November 2006.
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Based on the background research, sites encountered within the APE were anticipated to be 
historic sites associated with historic-age dwellings and/or farmsteads built near the town of El 
Campo, Texas. These would likely consist of historic artifact scatters observable on the ground 
surface or shallowly buried by windblown sheet deposits, agricultural activities such as plowing or 
natural disturbances such as bioturbation or shrinking/swelling of Vertisol soils. Due to the 
proximity of the Tres Palacios Creek to the easternmost margin of the APE, it was also anticipated 
that prehistoric sites may also be encountered. Such previously unrecorded archeological sites 
would be easily recognized by surface inspection, and their shallow depth confirmed by shovel 
testing.  
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IV. METHODS 
Atkins personnel conducted an archeological investigation of 100 percent of the proposed project 
APE for which access was available. This consisted of an intensive pedestrian survey, with 
inspection of the ground surface augmented by judgmentally placed shovel tests in all areas with 
the perceived potential for buried cultural deposits and with less than 30 percent surface visibility. 
All survey methods followed the THC’s Archeological Survey Standards for Texas and complied 
with applicable standards defined in 13 TAC 26.20. The entirety of the 15.3 acres (6.2 hectares) of 
new ROW was on private land at the time of the survey, but will be purchased by TxDOT before the 
project begins. Due to access issues, 28 parcels, totaling 8.0 acres (3.2 hectares) of new ROW, were 
not available for survey (Figure 4). However, these parcels were visually inspected from the 
existing US 59 ROW.  
Pedestrian transects were placed at intervals of no more than 30 m (98 ft) across the width of the 
APE. One to two transects were walked along each side of US 59, according to the width of the 
greenspace within the proposed ROW. Shovel tests were roughly 30 cm (11.8 inches) in diameter 
and excavated in 10-cm (3.9-inch) levels to pre-Holocene clay or to a maximum depth of 100 cm 
(39 inches) below surface. All soils were screened through ¼-inch mesh with the exception of soils 
with high clay content, which were sorted by hand. All shovel tests were recorded, visually 
described, plotted by a Global Positioning System (GPS) unit, and backfilled upon completion. A 
total of 49 shovel tests were excavated in order to investigate the proposed 141 acre APE. Of these, 
34 shovel tests were placed within the existing TxDOT ROW while the remaining 15 were excavated 
within the new ROW proposed for this undertaking (Figure 5). No archeological sites were 
recorded, and no artifacts were collected during the course of this archeological survey. All original 
paperwork (e.g., photographs, shovel test logs) (see Appendix B) will be curated at TARL following 
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US 59 at El Campo:  Business 59
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V. RESULTS 
FIELD SURVEY 
The APE for this proposed undertaking consists of approximately 123 acres (49.8 hectares) of 
exiting TxDOT ROW and approximately 15.3 acres (6.2 hectares) of new ROW. The entire area of 
new ROW was on private land at the time of the survey but will be purchased by TxDOT before the 
project begins. All existing US 59 ROW as well as all new ROW within the APE was subjected to an 
intensive pedestrian survey with the exception of 28 parcels, totaling 8.0 acres (3.2 hectares) of 
new ROW, for which right-of-entry was not available at the time of the survey. The HHPA identified 
during the background review could also not be survey due to its location within two parcels 
currently without right-of-entry access (see Figure 4).  
The archeological survey was conducted on February 17–19, 2014, by Atkins archeologists Melanie 
Nichols and Shelly Fischbeck. The majority of the existing US 59 ROW has seen significant 
disturbance due to the construction of the US 59 main roadway and frontage roads; associated road 
embankments, drainage ditches, and culverts; as well as telephone poles, signage and buried public 
utilities (Figure 6). Vegetation within the existing ROW was predominantly short grasses that 
densely cover the ground surface limiting surface visibility to less than 20 percent. Like the existing 
US 59 ROW, much of the proposed new ROW has been extensively impacted. Impacts to the new 
ROW are largely the result of agricultural activities or urban development that has sprung up along 
the US 59 corridor. Within areas of urban development, which comprises about 50 percent of the 
new ROW, impacts include commercial (Figure 7) and residential buildings, driveways, and parking 
lots. An additional 25 percent of the proposed new ROW consists of recently plowed corn fields 
(Figure 8) with ground surface visibility ranging from 90 to 100 percent. The remainder of new 
ROW falls within areas of undeveloped land (Figure 9) marked by a variety of tall grasses with a 
scatter of live oak, mesquite and other hardwood trees. Surface visibility in these areas was poor 
and ranged from about 0 to 10 percent. Although undeveloped, several disturbances, namely buried 
fiber optic lines, were observed running parallel to and within these portions of new ROW. During 
the current survey effort, a total of 49 shovel tests (see Figure 5), 34 within TxDOT-owned ROW 
and 15 within privately owned new ROW, were excavated in areas of the APE with the perceived 
potential to contain intact soils and with less than 30 percent ground surface visibility. The majority 
of the shovel tests encountered grayish brown to very dark grayish brown shallow deposits of clay 
loam over clay and were terminated at 30 cm below surface due to the presence of pre-Holocene-
age clay. Only a few shovel tests exposed yellowish brown sandy soil ranging in depths from 20 to 
100 cm below surface. These shovel tests were terminated either at clay subsoil or maximum 
shovel test depth. No historic or prehistoric artifacts were observed and no archeological sites were 
recorded as a result of this survey. 
  
V: Results 
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Figure 6: Overview of existing US 59 ROW showing various disturbances, facing west 
 
Figure 7: Overview of new ROW showing an area of commercial development, facing east 
V: Results 
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Figure 8: Overview of new ROW showing a parcel of recently plowed agricultural farmland,  
facing east 
 
Figure 9: Overview of new ROW showing a parcel of undeveloped land, facing east 
V: Results 
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While 28 parcels, totaling approximately 8.0 acres of new ROW, could not be surveyed due to access 
issues at the time of the field investigation, these parcels were visually inspected from the existing 
US 59 ROW. Of the 28 parcels, 9 parcels (RO36609, RO42260, RO42264, RO42264, RO51164, 
RO56212, RO56262, RO56263, and RO60865; totaling approximately 0.7 acre of new ROW) have 
been almost completely disturbed by modern commercial development. As a result, the potential 
for intact subsurface cultural deposits conducive to NHRP or SAL eligibility within these parcels is 
considered low. Additionally, there are four parcels (RO24254, RO24255, RO42255, and RO43968/ 
RO63153) from which less than 0.1 acre of new ROW is to be taken. Because these portions of new 
ROW are located so close to the existing US 59 ROW boundary, archeological investigations of the 
adjacent existing ROW provided sufficient coverage within these areas, and additional survey of 
these four parcels is not warranted (see Figure 4). The remaining 15 parcels, totaling roughly 
7.0 acres of unsurveyed new ROW, contain larger areas of new ROW and appear less altered and 
thus, may harbor previously unrecorded sites. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
From February 17–19, 2014, Atkins archeologists conducted an intensive pedestrian survey for 
TxDOT’s proposed US 59 from Business 59 south of El Campo to SH 71 road improvement project 
located near El Campo, Yoakum District, Wharton County, Texas. The APE for the proposed 
undertaking consists of 123 acres (49.8 hectares) of existing ROW and roughly 15.3 acres 
(6.2 hectares) of new ROW. Fieldwork consisted of a visual inspection of the ground surface as well 
as 49 shovel tests excavated in areas of least disturbance. The majority of the existing ROW was 
found to be heavily disturbed by the construction of the existing US 59 roadways, while the new 
ROW was found to be largely impacted by urban development and ongoing agricultural activities. 
No prehistoric or historic artifacts were located and no archeological Historic Properties (36 CFR 
800.16(1)) or SALs (13 TAC 26.10) were identified during the course of this survey.  
At the time of the survey, 28 parcels, totaling approximately 8.0 acres (3.2 hectares) of new ROW, 
could not be accessed because right-of-entry had not been obtained. However, these parcels were 
visually inspected from the existing US 59 ROW. Of the 28 parcels, 9 parcels (totaling approximately 
0.7 acre of new ROW) have been almost completely disturbed by modern commercial development. 
As a result, the potential for intact subsurface cultural deposits conducive to NHRP or SAL eligibility 
within these parcels is considered low. Additionally, there are four parcels (RO24254, RO24255, 
RO42255, and RO43968/RO63153) from which less than 0.1 acre of new ROW is to be taken. 
Because these portions of new ROW are located so close to the existing US 59 ROW boundary, 
archeological investigations of the adjacent existing ROW provided sufficient coverage within these 
areas, and additional survey of these four parcels is not warranted (see Figure 4). The remaining 15 
parcels, totaling roughly 7.0 acres of unsurveyed new ROW, contain larger areas of new ROW and 
appear less altered and thus, may harbor previously unrecorded sites. 
Based on the results of the intensive pedestrian survey of the proposed undertaking, Atkins 
recommends that no further archeological investigations are necessary for the surveyed portion of 
the APE. Atkins also recommends that no further work is required for 13 of the 28 unsurveyed 
parcels (totaling roughly 1.0 acre of new ROW). Either these parcels appear to be almost completely 
disturbed or the margin of new ROW on these parcels lies so close to the existing ROW boundary, 
that additional survey beyond the existing US 59 ROW is not warranted. However, Atkins does 
recommend that the remaining 15 parcels (totaling roughly 7.0 acres of new ROW) be subjected to 
an intensive pedestrian survey once right-of-entry has been granted. Furthermore, additional 
survey may be required if new ROW from additional parcels or additional new ROW from within 
the currently surveyed parcels is deemed necessary. Within the entire project area, if evidence of 
cultural material is encountered during construction, it is recommended that the discovery be 
evaluated by a qualified archeologist who can provide guidance on how to proceed in accordance 
with federal and state regulations. 
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EL  = 104.54’








EL  = 102.93’
(-)0.7000 % (+)0.0000 %




EL  = 102.93’
(+)0.0000 % (-)0.2500 %
STA = 1014+50.00
EL  = 102.48’
(-)0.2500 % (-)0.1000 %
STA = 1023+84.64
EL  = 101.55’
(-)0.1000 % (+)0.5000 %




EL  = 105.37’
(+)0.5000 % (-)0.9000 %




EL  = 102.22’
(-)0.9000 % (+)0.2500 %




EL  = 103.57’
(+)0.2500 % (-)0.1000 %
STA = 1045+00.00
EL  = 103.11’
(-)0.1000 % (+)0.0000 %
STA = 1049+10.00
EL  = 103.11’
(+)0.0000 % (+)0.5000 %
STA = 1054+05.57
EL  = 105.59’
(+)0.5000 % (-)0.5000 %




EL  = 102.29’



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EL  = 104.41’








EL  = 103.54’
(-)0.3500 % (+)0.4000 %




EL  = 103.94’
(+)0.4000 % (+)0.0000 %
STA = 3005+15.00
EL  = 103.94’
(-)0.2128 %
STA = 3006+00.00
EL  = 103.76’
(-)0.3000 %
STA = 3008+40.00
EL  = 103.04’
STA = 3008+87.50
EL  = 103.04’
(+)0.0000 %
STA = 3010+32.50
EL  = 103.12’
(+)0.0600 % (-)0.1000 %
STA = 3022+00.00
EL  = 101.95’
(-)0.1000 % (+)0.0000 %
STA = 3024+70.00
EL  = 101.95’
(+)0.0000 % (+)0.6000
 %




EL  = 103.45’
(+)0.6000 
% (-)0.6000 %




EL  = 101.77’
(-)0.6000 % (+)0.0000 %




EL  = 101.77’
(+)0.0000 % (+)0.0400 %
STA = 3040+60.00
EL  = 102.07’
(+)0.0400 % (+)0.0000 %
STA = 3048+05.00
EL  = 102.07’
(+)0.0000 % (+)0.1000 %
STA = 3053+55.00
EL  = 102.62’
(+)0.1000 % (+)0.1500 %
STA = 3056+55.00
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EXIT ¾  MILE
STA. 138+60, RT (PROP COSS)
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EL  = 103.57’
(+)0.2000 % (-)0.0500 %
STA = 3061+57.95
EL  = 103.45’
(-)0.0500 % (-)0.2500 %
STA = 3064+77.33
EL  = 102.65’
(-)0.2500 % (+)0.0000 %
STA = 3072+15.00
EL  = 102.65’
(+)0.0000 % (-)0.2000 %
STA = 3074+76.21
EL  = 102.13’
(-)0.2000 % (+)0.1000 %
STA = 3076+99.70
EL  = 102.35’
(+)0.1000 % (+)0.0000 %
STA = 3081+49.70
EL  = 102.35’
(+)0.0000 % (-)0.3500 %
STA = 3085+90.00
EL  = 100.81’
(-)0.3500 % (-)0.1000 %
STA = 3095+80.00
EL  = 99.82’
(-)0.1000 % (+)0.0266 %
STA = 3101+30.00
EL  = 99.97’
(+)0.0266 % (-)0.1500 %
STA = 3103+10.00
EL  = 99.70’
(-)0.1500 % (+)0.2000 %
STA = 3104+99.54
EL  = 100.08’
(+)0.2000 % (-)0.2583 %
STA = 3108+67.09
EL  = 99.13’
(-)0.2583 %




EL  = 100.18’
(+)0.7000
 % (-)0.7500 %




EL  = 99.05’
(+)0.3500 %




EL  = 102.35’
(+)0.3500 % (-)1.5000 %




EL  = 98.53’
(-)1.5000 % (+)0.0000 %




EL  = 98.53’
(+)0.0000 % (+)0.5000 %
STA = 3129+27.79
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EL  = 101.68’
(-)0.2500 % (+)0.5000 %




EL  = 103.07’
(+)0.5000 %
(-)0.1000 %




EL  = 102.47’
(-)0.1000 % (+)0.0000 %
STA = 1084+40.00




EL  = 102.56’
(+)0.3500 %
STA = 1087+19.17
EL  = 103.23’
(+)0.3500 % (-)0.2000 %




EL  = 101.23’
(-)0.2000 % (+)0.3500 %




EL  = 102.68’
(+)0.3500 % (-)0.8000 %




EL  = 100.52’
(-)0.8000 % (+)0.0000 %




EL  = 100.52’
(+)0.0000 % (-)0.6000 %




EL  = 99.20’
(-)0.6000 % (+)0.0000 %




EL  = 99.20’
(+)0.0000 % (-)0.2000 %
STA = 1122+35.00
EL  = 97.62’
(-)0.2000 % (+)0.3000 %
STA = 1127+15.00
EL  = 99.06’
(+)0.3000 % (-)0.2000 %
STA = 1131+00.00
EL  = 98.29’
(-)0.2000 % (+)0.5000 %


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EXIT ¾  MILE





STA. 247+00, RT (PROP OSB)
STA. 237+00, RT (PROP GRND MNT)
STA. 262+40, RT (PROP COSS)
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"Y""Y""Y""X" "X" "X"CURVE NO. L T R
















US59-3 184+83.96 187+68.42 190+52.75 568.79’ 284.46’ 11,458.00’ 2,832,504.6912 13,622,830.1793 2,832,504.6912 13,622,856.8098 2,832,788.8697 13,622,869.3545
US59-4 250+27.72 256+94.94 263+55.12 1,327.41’ 667.22’ 5,279.00’ 2,839,424.5935 13,623,132.8544 2,839,424.5935 13,623,162.2793 2,840,062.8834 13,623,356.6282
US59
POT 1000+00.00 2,829,601.4415 13,622,296.9803
NBFRS-1 1012+34.55 1022+80.16 1033+22.46 2,087.92’ 1,045.61’ 15,150.00’ 2,831,843.9714 13,622,520.3461 2,831,843.9714 13,622,709.5284 2,832,888.5683 13,622,755.6407
NBFRS-2 1052+29.32 1056+81.55 1061+32.19 902.87’ 452.23’ 6,198.00’ 2,835,245.3602 13,622,839.7342 2,835,245.3602 13,622,859.6780 2,835,695.2636 13,622,813.8300
NBFRS-3 1061+32.19 1067+05.51 1072+76.82 1,144.63’ 573.33’ 7,870.00’ 2,836,265.6381 13,622,813.8300 2,836,265.6381 13,622,755.7052 2,836,838.4146 13,622,780.8588
NBFRS-4 1086+12.90 1093+18.44 1100+16.51 1,403.61’ 705.53’ 5,577.00’ 2,838,878.0637 13,622,839.4767 2,838,878.0637 13,622,870.4305 2,839,553.0028 13,623,075.9385
NBFRS-5 1108+68.40 1112+79.64 1116+89.61 821.21’ 411.24’ 6,050.00’ 2,840,761.3551 13,623,324.0768 2,840,761.3551 13,623,443.8622 2,841,167.3506 13,623,509.3098
NBFRS-6 1116+89.61 1122+25.72 1127+60.18 1,070.57’ 536.11’ 7,870.00’ 2,841,696.6279 13,623,509.3098 2,841,696.6279 13,623,594.6309 2,842,209.4452 13,623,750.9402
POT 1134+17.03 2,842,837.7639 13,623,942.4550
POT 3000+00.00 2,830,017.7124 13,622,833.6424
SBFRS-1 3007+87.12 3011+66.34 3015+45.12 758.01’ 379.23’ 9,014.00’ 2,831,178.3160 13,622,911.6360 2,831,178.3160 13,622,949.2129 2,831,557.5005 13,622,954.9611
SBFRS-2 3015+45.12 3019+24.36 3023+03.54 758.41’ 379.23’ 25,986.00’ 2,831,936.6904 13,622,954.9611 2,831,936.6904 13,622,960.7095 2,832,315.5511 13,622,977.5206
SBFRS-3 3053+49.59 3056+16.84 3058+83.76 534.17’ 267.25’ 6,186.00’ 2,835,625.5927 13,623,112.5497 2,835,625.5927 13,623,124.3967 2,835,890.5644 13,623,159.2258
SBFRS-4 3058+83.76 3062+22.76 3065+61.35 677.60’ 339.01’ 7,870.00’ 2,836,226.6821 13,623,159.2258 2,836,226.6821 13,623,203.4066 2,836,565.3540 13,623,218.5201
SBFRS-5 3088+94.92 3100+77.57 3112+30.76 2,335.84’ 1,182.65’ 6,050.00’ 2,840,078.0707 13,623,322.5538 2,840,078.0707 13,623,375.2779 2,841,152.7177 13,623,869.0249
SBFRS-6 3112+30.76 3117+49.78 3122+67.30 1,036.54’ 519.02’ 7,870.00’ 2,841,624.3429 13,623,869.0249 2,841,624.3429 13,624,085.7133 2,842,120.3406 13,624,238.5875
POT 3129+93.32 2,842,814.1476 13,624,452.4296
UTS-1 4500+00.00 4501+28.49 4502+50.61 250.61’ 128.49’ 461.00’ 2,829,889.8575 13,622,833.6424 2,829,889.8575 13,622,820.9108 2,829,787.0200 13,622,743.8820
UTS-2 4506+09.24 4511+63.27 4509+57.73 348.48’ 554.03’ 130.00’ 2,829,056.5573 13,622,528.8830 2,829,056.5573 13,622,196.7404 2,829,601.4415 13,622,296.9803
NBEX1163-1 10+00.00 11+00.01 11+99.94 199.94’ 100.01’ 2,864.00’ 2,830,194.5359 13,622,579.5536 2,830,194.5359 13,622,589.0019 2,830,294.5182 13,622,591.4818
NBEX1163-2 20+77.45 21+89.20 23+00.84 223.39’ 111.75’ 2,878.00’ 2,831,283.4670 13,622,613.2401 2,831,283.4670 13,622,616.0111 2,831,394.6323 13,622,627.4364
POT 10+00.00 2,830,039.4265 13,622,676.6239
POT 20+50.20 2,831,082.7647 13,622,796.4370
SBEN1163-1 24+00.96 25+22.75 26+44.53 243.57’ 121.79’ 14,100.00’ 2,831,552.2311 13,622,836.4541 2,831,552.2311 13,622,850.3488 2,831,672.9683 13,622,866.3314
POT 33+16.95 2,832,339.5681 13,622,954.5729
POT 10+00.00 2,835,110.3333 13,622,869.6127
NBENUTS-1 20+40.16 20+96.92 21+53.68 113.53’ 56.76’ 14,100.00’ 2,836,204.4341 13,622,944.1568 2,836,204.4341 13,622,948.2248 2,836,261.0832 13,622,951.8369
POT 31+81.35 2,837,286.6658 13,623,017.2304
SBEXUTS-1 10+00.00 10+39.52 10+79.04 79.04’ 39.52’ 2,878.00’ 2,835,875.4390 13,623,128.1117 2,835,875.4390 13,623,128.1896 2,835,914.9478 13,623,127.1822
SBEXUTS-2 19+67.16 20+67.17 21+67.10 199.94’ 100.01’ 2,864.00’ 2,836,902.7614 13,623,104.5438 2,836,902.7614 13,623,101.9944 2,837,002.6763 13,623,106.4256
NBEX71-1 10+00.00 10+91.87 11+83.68 183.68’ 91.87’ 2,864.00’ 2,838,377.9367 13,623,061.0926 2,838,377.9367 13,623,065.1443 2,838,469.7907 13,623,063.3051
NBEX71-2 17+22.64 19+97.53 22+70.24 547.60’ 274.89’ 2,514.00’ 2,839,283.4775 13,623,052.5160 2,839,283.4775 13,623,047.0132 2,839,553.0051 13,623,101.0321
POT 10+00.00 2,838,010.0676 13,623,150.5470
SBEN71-1 16+99.43 18+48.58 19+97.67 298.24’ 149.15’ 5,612.25’ 2,838,856.8577 13,623,195.9848 2,838,856.8577 13,623,205.6744 2,839,004.9709 13,623,223.2558
SBEN71-2 19+97.67 21+84.58 23+70.80 373.14’ 186.92’ 2,499.91’ 2,839,190.5843 13,623,223.2558 2,839,190.5843 13,623,245.2887 2,839,370.8574 13,623,294.6786
POT 27+48.73 2,839,735.3477 13,623,394.5389
POT 10+00.00 2,840,595.1022 13,623,413.2342
NBEN1163-1 16+64.98 17+66.63 18+68.28 203.29’ 101.65’ 14,100.00’ 2,841,320.2990 13,623,628.8898 2,841,320.2990 13,623,661.8546 2,841,416.9187 13,623,693.4297
POT 29+18.49 2,842,415.1755 13,624,019.6573
SBEX1163-1 10+00.00 10+42.23 10+84.45 84.45’ 42.23’ 2,878.00’ 2,840,960.0717 13,623,741.7638 2,840,960.0717 13,623,752.9144 2,841,001.1079 13,623,762.8653























































































US 59 RELIEF ROUTE AT EL CAMPO




























US 59 RELIEF ROUTE AT EL CAMPO
PROPOSED TYPICAL SECTION



























































































































VARIES, 320’ - 600’
EL CAMPO PAVEMENT STRUCTURES
 LOCATIONS BENCHMARK CAMPOEL
 #BM X Y Z CENTERLINE STATION OFFSET DESCRIPTION
2 2834837.620 13623113.870 101.03 US59 211+10.29  LT153.93’
 CAPCONTROL
  SAM WITH IR5/8"
3 2842775.540 13623982.630 97.71 US59 291+32.49  RT191.29’
 CAPCONTROL
  SAM WITH IR5/8"
114* 2830935.990 13623811.950 103.43 US59 172+96.02  LT1097.81’  NAILMAG
115 2829807.160 13622544.980 130.15 US59 160+53.54  RT57.92’  NAILMAG
116 2831350.230 13622725.140 104.76 US59 176+06.70  RT23.01’  NAILMAG
117* 2832392.000 13621300.850 101.31 US59 185+14.67  RT1538.54’  NAILMAG
118 2832870.610 13622849.390 104.43 US59 191+33.54  RT23.56’  NAILMAG
119 2834282.370 13622911.260 103.85 US59 205+46.65  RT24.00’  NAILMAG
120* 2834288.450 13621950.560 103.8 US59 205+10.36  RT984.04’  NAILMAG
121* 2834861.370 13624071.650 104.24 US59 211+76.26  LT1109.72’  NAILMAG
122 2835873.650 13622981.130 103.89 US59 221+39.46  RT24.38’  NAILMAG
123* 2836394.320 13624101.070 100.64 US59 227+09.02  LT1071.51’  NAILMAG
124 2836473.190 13622347.730 101.46 US59 227+10.48  RT683.60’  NAILMAG
125 2837461.570 13623133.280 121.47 US59 237+32.54  LT57.60’  NAILMAG
126* 2837515.890 13624374.510 101.52 US59 238+41.55  LT1295.22’  NAILMAG
127* 2837633.550 13621656.070 101.48 US59 238+39.21  RT1425.76’  NAILMAG
128 2838850.350 13623164.490 102.59 US59 251+21.83  LT26.70’  NAILMAG
129* 2838968.030 13622178.030 101.76 US59 251+69.51  RT965.41’  NAILMAG
130* 2840153.740 13624893.520 100.92 US59 268+89.71  LT1443.79’  NAILMAG
131 2840664.680 13623560.790 99.99 US59 269+90.30  LT20.02’  NAILMAG
132* 2841067.300 13622257.330 97.84 US59 269+95.79  RT1344.20’  NAILMAG
133 2842038.850 13623984.200 107.23 US59 284+28.21  LT24.79’  NAILMAG
134* 2841932.620 13625459.370 99.32 US59 287+56.27  LT1466.95’  NAILMAG
135* 2842896.810 13622977.380 99.27 US59 289+55.70  RT1188.27’  NAILMAG












































































































































































































































































































SCHEMATIC SHEET 3 OF 4.
ALIGNMENT INFORMATION PLEASE SEE
NOTE: FOR TYPICAL SECTIONS AND HORIZONTAL
VERT SCALE: 1"=10’
DATE:
LICENSE NO: TX PE 105283
ENGINEER: STEVEN R. LINDSEY, P.E.
FIRM: ATKINS
FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION
AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC (ADT)
DESIGN SPEEDROADWAY
AUSTIN, TX 78730
6504 BRIDGE POINT PARKWAY, SUITE 200
ATKINS NORTH AMERICA, INC.
of TransportationTexas Department 
OR PERMIT PURPOSES.
IS NOT TO BE USED FOR CONSTRUCTION, BIDDING,
R. LINDSEY, P.E. 105283 ON MAY 1, 2013. IT
INTERIM REVIEW UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF STEVEN







URBAN COLLECTOR 45 MPH
RURAL COLLECTOR
UNITS: U.S. SURVEY FEET.
BY A SURFACE ADJUSTMENT FACTOR OF 1.00013.
SHOWN HEREON ARE ADJUSTED TO SURFACE BY MULTIPLYING
CENTRAL ZONE, NAD 83/93/NAVD 88. ALL COORDINATES
TEXAS STATE PLANE COORDINATE SYSTEM, TEXAS SOUTH


























































































































































































































CSJ NOS. 0089-06-081 & 0089-07-133
APPROX LENGTH OF PROJECT = 13,743 FT = 2.6 MI




















































































EL  = 108.53’
(-)2.1956 %(-)2.0000 %
STA = 17+96.23
EL  = 103.77’
(-)2.0000 %(-)0.3000 %
L   = 250.00’
K = 147
ex = 0.53’
































































































































































































































EL  = 104.88’
(-)0.2964 % (-)0.3857 %
EL  = 102.66’





















































































































EL  = 104.82’
(-)1.1266 %





EL  = 100.98’
(-)1.1266 %(+)0.1000 %
L   = 180.00’
K = 147
ex = 0.28’


























































































































































































































































EL  = 99.87’
(-)0.8000 %
STA = 14+37.08
EL  = 97.89’
(-)0.8000 %
L   = 138.20’
K = 138
ex = 0.17’
























































































































































































































EL  = 103.45’
(-)0.2000 %(-)0.1187 %













































































































EL  = 104.33’
(+)0.2982 %
STA = 11+60.41




EL  = 102.70’
(-)0.5000 %(+)0.6000 
%
L   = 180.00’
K = 164
ex = 0.25’
































































































































































































EL  = 100.09’
(-)0.5015 %(+)0.1379 %
































































































EL  = 100.55’
(-)0.0980 %(+)0.0000 %
STA = 11+88.88
EL  = 100.55’
(+)0.0000 %(-)0.3000 %
STA = 14+78.71
EL  = 99.68’
(-)0.3000 %(+)0.2000 %



































































































EL  = 104.41’
(+)0.0000 % (-)0.3000 %
STA = 4502+60.00
EL  = 103.78’
(-)0.3000 % (+)0.2000 %
STA = 4508+50.00
EL  = 104.96’





























































EL  = 104.74’









































































































































































NB ENTRANCE RAMP FM 1163 (NBEN1163)
SB ENTRANCE RAMP FM 1163 (SBEN1163)
NB ENTRANCE RAMP U-TURN S (NBENUTS)
SB EXIT RAMP U-TURN S (SBEXUTS) SB ENTRANCE RAMP SH 71 (SBEN71) SB EXIT RAMP FM 1163 (SBEX1163)
NB EXIT RAMP SH 71 (NBEX71)NB EXIT RAMP FM 1163 (NBEX1163)
U-TURN SOUTH
31+0029+0028+0027+0026+00 11+00 12+00 13+00 14+00 15+00 16+00 24+0023+00 26+0022+00 16+00 17+0014+0013+0012+0011+0010+00
14+0013+0012+0011+0021+00 22+0019+0018+0017+0016+0015+0021+0019+0018+0017+0016+0015+00
4504+004503+004502+004501+00



























































Project Field Data 
(not for public disclosure) 










